Abstract— Nowadays wireless communication systems use multiple antennas at transmitting and receiving end to offer improved capacity and data rate over single antenna systems in multipath channels. MIMO channels provide a number of advantages over conventional Single Input Single Output (SISO) channels such as the array gain, the diversity gain, and the multiplexing gain. In this paper we have introduce sensor level Data Fusion for 2X2 MIMO system. We have discussed generalized MIMO systems wherein the signals on the transmitting (Tx) antennas and the receiving (Rx) antennas for the quality (bit-error rate or BER) or the data rate (bits/sec) of the channel for each MIMO. We focus on the Spatial Multiplexing technique of MIMO systems. Here different fading channels like AWGN are used for analysis purpose. The 2X2 MIMO system performance is analyzed in terms of BER (bit error rate) v/s SNR (signal to noise ratio). The system is customized for the Quadcopter for the sensors, like gyrometer, accelerometer and temperature to transmit them over the wireless channel for optimum bandwidth utilization. The said system is demonstrated for the proper BER over RC-channel at bandwidth of 2.4GHz over RF frequency of 3-30MHz.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MIMO wireless technology is able to considerably increase the capacity of a given channel. By increasing the number of receive and transmit antennas it is possible to linearly increase the throughput of the channel with every pair of antennas added to the system. This makes MIMO wireless technology one of the most important wireless techniques to be employed in recent years. As spectral bandwidth is becoming an ever more valuable commodity for radio communications systems its required to use the available bandwidth more effectively [1]. MIMO wireless technology is one of these techniques. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna systems are used in modern wireless standards like IEEE 802.11n, 3GPP LTE and mobile WiMAX(4G) Systems. The technique supports enhanced data throughput even under conditions of interference, signal fading and multipath. MIMO, is a radio communications technology or RF technology that is being mentioned and used in many new technologies these days[2].The Wi-Fi, LTE (3G long term evolution) and many other radio, wireless and RF technologies are using the new MIMO wireless technology to provide increased link capacity and spectral efficiency combined with improved link reliability.

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been successfully used to support various civilian and military applications [3]. These networks are sometimes operated in harsh or adversarial environments, e.g., space missions, oceanic exploration, underground monitoring, battlefields, etc., making it expensive or impossible to replace their batteries. Hence, it is critical to design the network to be an energy-efficient. Many researcher advocates using cooperative communications to conserve energy by having groups of nodes cooperate in transmitting or receiving data. Often they specifically address the questions of how, when, and whom to cooperate with, so as to prolong the network lifetime. Cooperative communications and references there in exploit the spatial diversity that arises from transmitting the same signal (or highly correlated versions of it) over several, spatially separated antennas [7]. As such, the theory of cooperative communications is closely related to MIMO technology. Under a given power budget and fading conditions, MIMO communications offer much higher throughput (spatial multiplexing gain) or more reliable communications (diversity gain) than single input single output (SISO) systems can be used to provide diversity gain. WSN is capable of performing various mechanisms such as self-configuration, multi-hop communication, energy efficient operations, in-network processing, data centric and content based networking,scheduling,time synchronization topology and routing[6].AWGN(additive white Gaussian Noise),by using one of the standard built-in functions in MATLAB. The noisy signal than becomes the input to the receiver. The receiver demodulates the signal, producing a sequence of recovered bits. The FCS (Frame Check Sequence) is recomputed at the receiver to find whether there was an error in the transmitted packet. Finally, compare the received bits to the transmitted bits and tally up the errors. Bit-error-rate(BER) performance is depicted by plotting BER at a series of different SNRs(Signal to Noise Ratio)[5].

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR SENSOR DATA FUSION OVER MIMO

A. Data Fusion Mythologies

Data fusion is the process of integration of multiple data and knowledge representing the same real-world object into a consistent, accurate, and useful representation. Data fusion techniques have been extensively employed on multi sensor environments with the aim of fusing and aggregating data from different sensors; however, these techniques can also be applied to other domains, such as text processing. The goal of using data fusion in multisensor environments is to obtain a
lower detection error probability and a higher reliability by using data from multiple distributed sources.

In general, all tasks that demand any type of parameter estimation from multiple sources can benefit from the use of data/information fusion methods. The term information fusion and data fusion are typically employed as synonyms; but in some scenarios, the term data fusion is used for raw data (obtained directly from the sensors) and the term information fusion is employed to define already processed data. In this sense, the term information fusion implies a higher semantic level than data fusion. Other terms associated with data fusion that typically appear in the literature include decision fusion, data combination, data aggregation, multisensor data fusion, and sensor fusion. The different types of sensor fusion are proposed in literature as described below.

B. Three-Level Categorization

Fusion processes are often categorized in a three-level model distinguishing low, intermediate, and high level fusion. Low-level fusion or raw data fusion or data association, combines several sources of raw data to produce new data that is expected to be more informative than the inputs. The Second Intermediate-level fusion or feature level fusion or state estimation, combines various features such as edges, corners, lines, textures, or positions into a feature map that may then be used for segmentation and detection. Third High-level fusion or decision fusion, combines decisions from several experts. Methods of decision fusion include voting, fuzzy-logic, and statistical methods.

C. Classification Based on the Relations between the Data Sources

The Fig. 1 describes the fusion methodology based on data sources. One can see the environment in which various characteristics sensors types are embedded for monitoring ambient conditions. One can see various types of fusion at sensor level which are described below.

- Sensors in a competitive configuration have each sensor delivering independent measurements of the same property. Competitive configurations are used for fault tolerant and robust systems. An example would be the reduction of noise by combining two overlaying camera images. Sensor S1 and S2 in figure1 represent a competitive configuration, where both sensors redundantly observe the same property of an object in the environment space.

- A sensor configuration is called complementary if the sensors do not directly depend on each other, but can be combined in order to give a more complete image of the phenomenon under observation. This resolves the incompleteness of sensor data. An example for a complementary configuration is the employment of multiple cameras each observing disjunct parts of a room. Generally, fusing complementary data is easy, since the data from independent sensors can be appended to each other. Sensor S2 and S3 in figure 1 represent a complementary configuration, since each sensor observes a different part of the environment space.

A sensor configuration is called complementary if the sensors do not directly depend on each other, but can be combined in order to give a more complete image of the phenomenon under observation. This resolves the incompleteness of sensor data. An example for a complementary configuration is the employment of multiple cameras each observing disjunct parts of a room. Generally, fusing complementary data is easy, since the data from independent sensors can be appended to each other. Sensor S2 and S3 in figure 1 represent a complementary configuration, since each sensor observes a different part of the environment space.

- A sensor configuration is called cooperative if sensor network uses the information provided by two independent sensors to derive information that would not be available from the single sensors. An example for a cooperative sensor configuration is stereoscopic vision – by combining two-dimensional images from two cameras at slightly different viewpoints a three-dimensional image of the observed scene is derived. Sensor S4 and S5 in fig. 1 represent a cooperative configuration. Both sensors observe the same object, but the measurements are used to form an emerging view on object C that could not have been derived from the measurements of S4 or S5 alone.

These three categories of sensor configuration are not mutually exclusive. Many applications implement aspects of more than one of the three types. An example for such a hybrid architecture is the application of multiple cameras that monitor a given area. In regions covered by two or more cameras the sensor configuration can be competitive or
MIMO can be sub-divided into three main categories i.e. pre-coding, spatial multiplexing (SM) and diversity coding. Pre-coding is multi-stream beam forming method.

In more general terms, it is considered to be all spatial processing that occurs at the transmitter. In (single-stream) beam forming, the same signal is emitted from each of the transmit antennas with appropriate phase and gain weighting such that the signal power is maximized at the receiver input. The benefits of beam forming are to increase the received signal gain by making signals emitted from different antennas add up constructively and to reduce the multipath fading effect. In line-of-sight propagation, beamforming results in a well-defined directional pattern. However, conventional beams are not a good analogy in cellular networks, which are mainly characterized by multipath propagation. When the receiver has multiple antennas, the transmit beamforming cannot simultaneously maximize the signal level at all of the receive antennas, and precoding with multiple streams is often beneficial.

Spatial multiplexing requires MIMO antenna configuration. In spatial multiplexing, a high-rate signal is split into multiple lower-rate streams and each stream is transmitted from a different transmit antenna in the same frequency channel. If these signals arrive at the receiver antenna array with sufficiently different spatial signatures and the receiver has accurate Channel State Information (CSI), it can separate these streams into (almost) parallel channels. Spatial multiplexing is a very powerful technique for increasing channel capacity at higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). The maximum number of spatial streams is limited by the lesser of the number of antennas at the transmitter or receiver. Spatial multiplexing can be used without CSI at the transmitter, but can be combined with pre-coding if CSI is available. Spatial multiplexing can also be used for simultaneous transmission to multiple receivers, known as space-division multiple access or multi-user MIMO, in which case CSI is required at the transmitter. The scheduling of receivers with different spatial signatures allows good separability.

Diversity Coding techniques are used when there is no channel knowledge at the transmitter. In diversity methods, a single stream (unlike multiple streams in spatial multiplexing) is transmitted, but the signal is coded using techniques called space-time coding. The signal is emitted from each of the transmit antennas with full or near orthogonal coding. Diversity coding exploits the independent fading in the multiple antenna links to enhance signal diversity. Because there is no channel knowledge, there is no beamforming or array gain from diversity coding. Diversity coding can be combined with spatial multiplexing when some channel knowledge is available at the transmitter.

In MIMO systems, a transmitter sends multiple streams by multiple transmit antennas. The transmit streams go through a matrix channel which consists of all $Nt$ transmit antennas at the transmitter and $Nr$ receive antennas at the receiver. Then, the receiver gets the received signal vectors by the multiple receive antennas and decodes the received signal vectors into the original information. A narrowband flat fading MIMO system is modelled as shown in eq.(1)

$$Y = HX + n$$

where $Y$ and $X$ are the receive and transmit vectors, respectively, and $H$ and $n$ are the channel matrix and the noise vector, respectively.

D. MIMO configurations
The maximum channel capacity of a MIMO system, the channel capacity can be estimated as a function of $N$ spatial streams. A basic approximation of MIMO channel capacity is a function of spatial streams, bandwidth, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and is shown in the following Eq.2, where BW is bandwidth of channel.

$$\text{Capacity} = N \times \text{BW} \times \log_2 (1 + \text{SNR})$$

Given the equation for MIMO channel capacity, it is possible to investigate the relationship between the number of spatial streams and the throughput of various implementations of SISO and MIMO configurations.

Benefits of MIMO Technology:

1. Multiple antenna configurations can be used to overcome the detrimental effects of multi-path and fading when trying to achieve high data throughput in limited-bandwidth channels. Multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) antenna systems are used in modern wireless standards, including in IEEE 802.11n, 3GPP LTE, and mobile WiMAX systems. The technique supports enhanced data throughput even under conditions of interference, multi-path and fading. The demand for higher data rates over longer distances has been one of the primary motivations behind the development of MIMO orthogonal- frequency-division-multiplexing (OFDM) communications systems.

2. Superior Data Rates, Range and Reliability Systems with multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver also referred to as Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems offer superior data rates, range and reliability without requiring additional bandwidth or transmit power. By using several antennas at both the transmitter and receiver, MIMO systems create multiple independent channels for sending multiple data streams.

E. Sensors level data fusion Architecture over MIMO
The proposed architecture collects the data i.e. $Y_1(t), Y_2(t), \ldots Y_n(t)$, from various sensors which is then conditioned for signal for appropriate formats, which generates $Y'_1(t), Y'_2(t), \ldots Y'_n(t)$ signal. Thus formats are further at sensor data level to generate $Y''_1(t), Y''_2(t), \ldots Y''_n(t), \ldots Y''_m(t)$ signals. Here $m \leq n$ which depends on how many sensors are fused shown fig.2. The fused data is further modulated using proper modulation techniques e.g. BPSK, QPSK... etc. and then transmitted over MIMO system with
proper channel coding methods over guided or unguided channel having AWGN characteristics.

Fig.2. Proposed Architecture For Sensor Data Fusion Over MIMO.

The Received signal is later demodulated using same technique as at transmitter to receive the transmitted signal and further decoded for the channel codes. The received signal \( Y''_1(t), Y''_2(t), Y''_3(t) \ldots \ldots \ldots \ Y''_m(t) \) is later regressed using proper regression methodology like e.g. PLSR to reconstruct the fused data i.e. \( Y''+1(t), Y''+2(t) \ldots \ldots \ Y''+n(t) \).

F. Customized Case For Quadcopter

Here the architecture is customized for quadcopter using 2x2 MIMO system, the advantages of this system is that the multiple antenna configurations can be used to overcome the detrimental effects of multi-path and fading when trying to achieve high data throughput in limited-bandwidth channels, and also the Superior Data Rates, Range and Reliability. One can see that the three axis Gyrometer and Accelerometer is used for the prediction of the position of the x, y, z co-ordinates for positioning the Quadcopter. These measured values are fused with the complementary and Kalman filter to estimate the values of the positions. The complementary filter is implemented using the discrete state space as shown in the Fig. 4. The Kalman filter estimate the parameter obtained from the complementary filter ‘Z_k’ i.e. angle as shown in Eq. 3.

\[
X_k = K_k Z_k + (1 - K_k) X_{k-1} \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots (3)
\]

here ‘k’ on the subscript are states (k=1,2,...n). The purpose is to find \( X_k \), the estimate of the signal \( X \). And we wish to find it for each consequent k’s. Also, here \( Z_k \) is the measurement value. \( K_k \) is called "Kalman Gain" (which is usually started with value of 0.5 during tuning the Kalman filter), and \( X_{k-1} \) is the estimate of the signal on the previous state. The only unknown component in this equation is the Kalman parameter 'K_k'.

The estimated parameter is further modulated using QPSK and transmitted over the 2 x 2 MIMO channel using proper channel coding methodology i.e. Block code or convolution codes. Later the system is verified for the BER and SNR. One can see two methods of bandwidth efficiency i.e. one is data reduction using fusion technique and seconds is MIMO for transmission over RC channel.

Using BPSK Modulation over the MIMO channel using OSTBC Codes. It is verified BER and SNR shown Fig.4 and plot shown the Fig.6.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results for the fusion are presented in the Fig. 4. Here we have demonstrated the signal acquired from the quadcopter over guided channel without channel coding. The estimated data over the Kalman filter is generated after proper fusion after tuning the Kalman gain.

The result shown in Fig. 5 i.e. (Combination of Gyro and Accelerometer without any filtering):

- The Red signal is the raw tilt angle (Accelerometer signal) which is noisy.
- The Green signal is the gyro signal which is a very clean signal but contain a lot of drift over time.
The Blue signal is the output of a Kalman Filter which gets the advantages of these two signals and eliminate the disadvantages of the signal mentioned.

Fig.5. Kalman filter for the Gyro and Accelerometer.

Spatial multiplexing techniques make the receivers very complex, and therefore they are typically combined with Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) or with Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) modulation, where the problems created by a multi-path channel are handled efficiently. MIMO are used in Mobile radio telephone standards such as recent 3GPP and 3GPP2. In 3GPP, High-Speed Packet Access plus (HSPA+) and Long Term Evolution (LTE) standards take MIMOconfiguration is used. Moreover, to fully support cellular environments, MIMO research consortia including IST-MASCOT propose to develop advanced MIMO techniques, e.g., multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO).
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